Tool Monitoring For Plastic Injection Molding
In this picture on hand: two
depictions generated via HighFrequency-Impulse-Measurement
(HFIM) by the QASS measurement
system Optimizer4D. A plastic
injection molding process is
shown. In the green marked area
there is the injection phase. The
upper image shows a tool shortly
after its maintenance, the image
below shows up the same tool
after 5000 shots. The raised
emissions prompt compressed air
and damaged material.

Tool-establishment

Extension of maintenance cycles; ventilation control
When is the time ripe for maintenance of plastic injection molding tools?
Optimizer4D allows the maintenance at the right time, instead of trusting in
fixed cycles: Maintenance based on the actual condition instead of fixed intervals.
The QASS-system generates via HFIM (High-Frequency-Impulse-Measurement) a
depiction of the injection process. This depiction varies according to the level of
wear of the tool. A worn tool generates an obvious different depiction as a new
one.
This test takes place in real-time and it is non-destructive. The system does a
complete process monitoring, detecting in many cases sluggish bolts and wornout ejectors.
Via Optimizer4D from QASS, it is also possible to monitor work pieces
downstreamed. An example are movable plastic parts for speakers, ashtrays,
navigation systems or similar components - sound design is not a “nice-to-have“
anymore. The measurement system sorts out faulty work pieces by detecting
unfitting sound emissions.

The HFIM system Optimizer4D
from QASS helps at establishing a
plastic injection mold correctly. If
the mold is settled wrong, it will
show up on the HFIM depiction.

Cooling control
In many cases, plastic injection
molds have problems with
ventilation. From time to time,
ventilation channels get clogged,
often due to additives that can
degas. If the ventilation falls out,
the tool is getting too hot. If this
air is getting compressed while
the tools are closing, the tools
are getting even more hotter.
Optimizer4D enables users
to detect clogged ventilation
channels.
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